In this paper we give an explicit and constructive description of the pairs (p. A) of elements in the symmetric group S, which can be realized as the image of the meridian-longitude pair of some knot K in the 3-sphere S3 under a representation xi (S' -K) -t S,,. The result is applied to give an otherwise nonobvious restriction on the numbers of branch curves of a branched covering , of S', answering a question of R. Fox and K. Perko.
Introduction
A central technique in classical knot theory has been the study of representations of knot groups into symmetric groups. We describe here what types of such representations can occur in terms of the restriction of the representation to the ~ 'peripheral' subgroup generated by a meridian and a longitude. In particular we solve the following problem: Given permutations p and A in the symmetric group S,, when is there a knot K in the 3-sphere S' and a representation p : T, ( S3 -K) + S. i such that p(m) = p and p(e) = A, where a and f denote the meridian and longitude of the knot K? The answer consists of presenting necessary and sufficient conditions that p and A must satisfy.
In order that a pair (CL, A) of permutations in S, be realizable in this way, three #basic conditions must be satisfied: The answer is "yes" and depends upon the computation of Pontryagin products to rule out the case of two branch curves.
An outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows.In the preliminary Section 2 we give some basic definitions and notation. Some essential results about the symmetric group are described and the Pontryagin product is explained. Section 3 contains the statement of the main theorem, the proof of necessity, and an outline of a proof of sufficiency.
Section 4 describes some particular geometric constructions and results which will be used to construct knots with prescribed types of representations to the symmet.,ic group. In Section 5 we solve several basic special cases of the main problem. In Section 6 we present the main inductive proof.
The last Section 7 includes a discussion of branched coverings and the solution of the problem of Fox and Perko. The solution of the Fox-Perk0 problem in Section 7 is independent of the material in Sections &6. In the appendix we prove Proposition 2.4, an algebraic result concerning the Pontryagin product in S,. To conclude this introduction we present two examples of knots, K, and K, in S3 with representations p: a,(S3 -Ki)+ Ss which illustrate the complexity of such possible representations.
For readers unfamiliar with the notation of Figs. 1 and 2, a description is given in Section 2. In Fig. 1 the trefoil knot, K,, is illustrated, with representation p : rr,(S3 -K,) --, S,.
In this case p(m) = (1 2 3 4 5) and p(e) = (1 2 3 4 5)-l. In Fig. 2 the knot K2 is illustrated, with representation p satisfying p(m) = (1 2), p(e) = (3 4 5). By way of comparison, we note that we will be proving that it is impossible to find a knot K in S3 with reprsentation p: rr,(S3-K)+ S, with p(m)= (1 2)(3 4) and p(e) =
(1 3)(2 4).
Addendum.
Since completing the present manuscript we have been informed by Dennis Johnson that he found an alternative proof of the main theorem, prior to our own work. In his work he studies arbitrary groups of weight one instead of the symmetric group. The conditions of the main theorem are still necessary; he addresses the problem of finding conditions on the group G for them to be sufficient. This problem is reduced to a more algebraic one, which he then verifies for S, and A,, among other groups. His work does not include the specific calculations of the Pontryagin product for the symmetric group or the applications to branched covering Ispaces described here. These results are to appear in Johnson's paper, Peripherally Ispecified homomorphs of knot groups, in Transactions of the American Mathematical Society. In addition, our Proposition 4.9 is a consequence of a result of Gonzalez-Acuna [9] . The proof we give is essentially the same as one given by Johnson in [lo].
Preliminaries

Knot theory
We shall work in the smooth category. A knot in S3 is a connected, oriented, one-dimensional submanifold of S3. Two knots are said to be equivalent if they are isotopic.
Basic references for knot theory and in particular symmetric representations of knot groups are [3, 7] .
Because the calculations here involve nonabelian groups, a little care must be shown in defining the meridian and longitude of a knot K. Fix a base point x0 E S3 -K ; in a knot diagram x,, will always correspond to the nose of the observer. The boundary of a small tubular neighborhood N of K, missing x0 is a torus Z Choose embedded curves a and b on T such that a is nullhomologous in N, b is nullhomologous in S3 -K, and a and b intersect in exactly one point x,. Choose a path p from .x0 to x,. Then the meridian of K is the class m = [p * a * p-'1 in .ir,(S3 -K, x,,) an the longitude of K is the class e = [p * b * p-l].
The choices involved in the preceding definition affect m and 6' by simultaneous conjugation by some element of n,(S3 -K, x,,). For any pair ~1, A in S,, however, the existence of a representation p : n,(S3 -K, x,,) + S, with p(m) = p and p(P) = A implies the existence of p' with p'(m) = (Y~cL(Y-' and p'(e) = a/\cu-', for any (Y E S,, simply by composing p with the corresponding inner automorphism of S,,. Therefore the ambiguity in the definition of m and 6 does not affect the solution of the main problem of this paper. In addition, in most instances, we shall ignore questions concerning choice of base point. Various representations of knot (and link) groups will be described pictorially in what follows. This is done by labeling each arc of a regular projection of the knot with a permutation.
This amounts to defining a representation by prescribing its values on the set of generators of P,(S) -K) given by the set of loops which consist of a path starting at the base point above the plane of projection, running to the plane, linking a single arc of the projection in the positive direction, and then returning to the base point. Such a labeling determines a well-defined homomorphism provided the appropriate Wirtinger relation I = xyx-' is satisfied at each'crossing.
Symmetric group
We view the permutation group S,, as acting on the set [l, n] of positive integers less than or equal to n. Motivated by path multiplication in the fundamental group, multiplication in S, is done from left to right. We will use the following result extensively.
Proposition 2.1. Let a, p E S, be commuting permutations. Then one can decompose a and p as products a = a,, ny=, ai and p = PO n T!, pi SUCK that
(1)
; 
For each i 2 1 there is an mi-cycle yi such that cri = ~91 for some ai dividing m, and pi = yi& where ui is some (any) cycle in the cycle decomposition of ai.
Proof. One forms CQ by grouping together the cycles of (Y which move elements of supp(ru) -supp(p). Similarly one forms PO by grouping together the cycles of p which move elements of supp(p) -supp((v).
The remainder of the decomposition is achieved by grouping the remaining cycles of (Y, and of p, according to the partition of supp( U) n supp(p) into domains of transitivity under {(Y, p}. Properties (l)-(4) are immediate.
To prove (5) we may assume {a, p} is transitive and show there is an n-cycle y such that LY = y"(a]n) and p = yab for u a cycle of (Y and b some integer.
First note that (Y consists of n/q q-cycles and p consists of n/p p-cycles for some p, q dividing n. Otherwise, {(Y, /3} could not be transitive.
Let cu=(a,,~~~a,,)(a,,~~~a,,)~~~(a,,~~~a,) and o=(a,,..*a,,). i NOW p is completely determined by one of its constituent cycles. For (Y must act ,,transitively (by conjugation) on the cycles of p. Moreover transitivity also implies that the labeling of the cycles of (Y after u can be chosen so that one of the cycles of p is p, = (a,, a*, * * * up, a,,,, * -a) for some s 3 0.
Examine /3'= /3o-'. Clearly [(Y, /3'] = 1. Moreover the cycle pi of p' involving a,, is now P;=(a,, u2,...up,), since a2(a,,)=a,,+,. Therefore P'=(a,, a,, * * * up,)(q2* * * a,J * * * ((llq. * * aps).
Set y = @'a = pa'-'. Then y=(a,, a,, "'UP, a,,**-Up2' .*(l,q"'upq) and LY = yp, as required. 0
of knot groups
We shall also need a result about factoring a permutation as a product of cycles.
If y E S,, define v(y) = n -r where r is the total number of cycles (counting trivial ones) in the cycle decomposition of y.
Proposition 2.2. Let y E S, and p, q E [ 1, n]. Then y can be expressed as +I where a is a p-cycle and p is a q-cycle in S, if and only if v(y)>2n -p -q and v(y) = 2n-p-qmod2.
This result is proved in [I] . We will use it only in the case when y is a product of two disjoint cycles. The reader is invited to construct an independent proof in this case.
Pontrxagin products
If g, and g, are commuting elements of a group G, then their Pontryagin product is an element (g,, gz) E Hz(G). We describe one way of defining it in a way suitable for our present purposes.
Because [g,, g,] = 1 there is a homomorphism 4 : Z x Z + G given by C#J( I, 0) = g, and d(O, I) = g,. Now H1(Z xZ) =Z with generator z described as image of I@ I under the cross' product isomorphism H,(Z)@ H,(Z) + Hz(Z xZ) arising in the Kiinneth formula. Set (g,, g.,) = 4,(z). If g, and gl generate cyclic groups G, and G1, respectively, and G, n Gz = { I}, then another way to view this product is via the composition 9
where the first map is the cross-product and the second is induced by the group operation in G. Then (g,, gz) = LF'(g, Ogz) where 2, is the element of H,( G,) = Gi/[G,, Gi] determined by gi. The following proposition describes two general elementary facts about the Pontryagin product. Their proofs will be left to the reader.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose g, h, h,, h, are elements of a group .G with [g, h] = [g, h,] = [g, h2] = 1. Then (i) (g,g)=O (ii) (g, h,hJ=(g, h,)+(g, hJ (iii) (g, h) = -(h, g> (iv) (kgk-', khk-') = (g, h) for k E G.
The particular calculations we shall need are given in the following result. The proof is given in the appendix. =(( 123), (456)) = 0, unless n = 6 or 7.
Statement of main theorem
The following is the precise statement of the main result of this paper. proof of necessity. Assertion (i) follows because wz and e commute in r,(S3-K), pince they have representatives lying on a torus. Assertion (ii) follows from the standard facts that r,( S3 -K) is normally generated iby wz and that e lies in the second commutator subgroup of 7r, ( S3 -K ). This second ifact follows from the observations that for any Seifert surface F for K the longitude ,e is a product of a commutators of standard generators of r,(F) and that the inclusion-induced homomorphism H,(F) + H,( S3 -K) is the zero map, as one verifies by considering linking numbers. To check assertion (iii), observe first that p( sr,(S3 -K)) c (p) c S,. The map 8f:P~B+(p)inducedbyrestrictingp to x,(T) factorsasZxZ+x,(S3-K)+(p).
Since S3 -K is an Eilenberg-Maclane space it suffices to show that (-, e) = 0 in Hz(S3 -K) = 0. More simply, (m, e) is represented by the peripheral torus in the knot complement which clearly bounds in S-'-K. 17
The proof of sufficiency of conditions (i)-(iii) will be completed in Section 6, after suitable techniques are developed in Sections &5. In Section 4 we will discuss seven techniques for constructing representations.
In Section 5 these techniques will be applied to construct four different kinds of basic representations. The sufficiency proof will be an inductive one based on a notion of complexity. It will be shown how to reduce a given problem to one of lower complexity or to one of the basic cases.
General constructions of representations
We will use the following terminology.
An ordered pair of permutations (p, A) in S,, is said to be realizable in S, if there is a knot K with a representation p: r,(S3-K) + S, where p(m) = p and p(8) = A. Therefore the main theorem is a description of all realizable pairs. This section describes seven techniques for constructing such realizations. The hypotheses about p2 and the form of the relators show that this is a well defined representation with ~(m)=p,p~. That p(e) =A follows from the additional fact that the exponent sum of a word in {Xi} representing F is zero. 0
Inserting a free meridian
Connected sums
If K, and K2 are knots in S3, denote by K, # K2 their oriented connected sum. This operation allows one to combine factors in the longitutes. Kampen's theorem that r,(S'-K, # K2) = sr,(S3-K,) *z n,(S3-K,). We may assume base points and paths have been chosen so that each meridian m, of K, is the image of I E E under the amalgamation. Since p,(m,) = p2(m2), p, and p2 define a representation p: rr,(S3-K, # K,) + S, with p(m) = t.~. The longitude e for K, # Kz can be described as e,e2. the product of (the images of) the longitudes e, and e, of K, and Kz. Therefore ~(6') = h,A,, as required. Cl
Torus knots
The fundamental group of the complement of a torus knot has a simple, well known presentation which can be used to realize certain pairs of permutations. Proof. The derivation of the presentation is standard. Let T be a standard torus in S3 given as the boundary of a regular neighborhood of an unknotted oriented curve. , Let K be the (p, q) curve on T. Let D be the dual (r, s) curve on T, intersecting K in one point. Let P be a curve on T, parallel to K, also meeting D in one point which we denote by x0 and use as base point. Let M denote a meridian curve to K based at x,,, intersecting T in only two points x0 and x,, both on D.
Now T -K is an open annulus separating S3 -K into two components. One is the interior open solid torus with fundamental group Z, generated by x, and the other is the exterior open solid torus with fundamental group Z, generated by y. The generator of the fundamental group of the annulus, represented by P, gives x" on the inside and yq on the outside. This describes the presentation (x, y: xp =y"). The meridian M can be represented as a product of two paths, each easily computed in terms of x and y. Let a, be the path which follows M from x0 to x, in the exterior solid torus and then follows D from x, to x0. Let a2 be the path which follows D from x,, back to x, missing K and then follows M from x, to x0 in the interior solid torus. Clearly M = a, * az, rel x,,. Now a, is homotopic rel end points in S3 -K to a path in the exterior component representing y', while a2 is homotopic j rel end points in S3 -K to a path in the interior component representing xmr. i Therefore M is represented by yrYr.
Finally the curve P represents the longitude of K times the meridian to the pq-power. Therefore the longitude is given by xprrtmpq. 0
This result can be applied to prove the following realization result.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose TV E S. can be represented as pa where a is a product of disjoint p-cycles and /3 is a product of disjoint q-cycles, with (p, q) = 1. Then (CL, pppq)
is realizable. It should be noted at this point that the techniques introduced so far cannot suffice to realize all allowable (p, A). One can easily argue that the pair (( 1234), (567)) cannot be realized in S, by a torus knot or a connected sum of torus knots.
Companions
Let .Z be a knot in a solid torus S' We now describe a procedure for constructing knots in S' x B2 to use in applying the previous proposition. 
Proposition 4.5. Zf there is a representation p : v,(S' x B* -J) + S, with p(m) = TV, p(e) = A, p(~') = p', and p(P) = A', then (p, A) is realizable provided (p', A') is realizable.
Proof. Let
Proposition 4.6. Let L be a link of two components J and J' in S3 with J' unknotted. Let J and J' have meridians and longitudes +.w, 6' and WZ', P, respectively, with respect to a common base point. Assume there is a representation p: 7rl(S3-L)+ S,, with p(m) = p, p(e) = A, p(m') = p', and p(P) = A'. Zf (A', p') is realizable, then so is (P, A).
Proof. Because
Band sums
A represented link with two components having conjugate meridian classes in S,,
can often be altered via band sum to produce a new represented link. We have to keep track of the newly created longitudes as well.
Proposition 4.7. Let L be a link in S3 containing components K, and K, (and perhaps others). Suppose there is a representation p: rr,(S3 -L)+ S, with p(m,) = p, and p(mJ = p2, where mi E n,(S'-L) is the meridian to K,. Assume that p, = upza-' with CT E p~,( S3 -L) c S,. It is possible to form a new link L' by connecting K, and K2 by a band and to define a new representation p': T, ( S3 -L') + S, with Image p' =
Image p and p'(*n;) = p,, where m{ is the meridian to the band sum of K, and K,.
Proof. Let x0 E S3 -L denote the base point and x, and x2 denote the chosen points near K, and K2 used to define ;nt, and m2. Let p, and p2 denote the chosen paths from x0 to x, and x2, respectively. The hypotheses imply that it is possible to choose an embedded path g from xl to x2 in S3 -L such that p[p, * g * p2] = CT. To form the band sum, extend g to a path connecting K, to K,; then extend g to an embedding G:ZxZ~S3suchthatG(ZxZ)nL=G(ZxOuZxl)andG(ZxZ)nK,=G(ZxO) and G( Z x I) n K, = G( Z X 1). Choose G so that orientations are consistent. 
Making a representation surjectiue
The band sum operation can be used to made the image of a representation as large as possible. Proof. By Corollary 4.10 some (p, A') is realizable in the required way. Connected sum of sufficiently many of these realizes (p, 1) in this way. Then connected sum with an arbitrary realization of (p, A) completes the construction. 0
Reversers
We describe one last technique for constructing new representations out of old ones.
,Proposition 4.12. Suppose (p, A ) is realizable in S, and rhat there is a T E (p) c S,
such that ~pr-'= 11-l. Then the pair (p, pZrr2h) is realizable for some integer r.
' Proof. If p = (12)(34) in S, the only candidates for r have r2 = I, for which the result is trivial. Avoiding this case we know by the preceding result that we may assume that (p, A) is realized by a representation p: T,(S)-K)-, S, with Image P =b)*
In S3 -K choose a knot K, such that p[K,] = 7 (K, suitably connected to the base point x0). Let N, be a tubular neighborhood of K, in S3 -K and N2 c int N, be a slightly smaller tubular neighborhood. Let K2 = a N2 be a ( 1,2) curve. Now there is a representation pZ: T,( N, -K2) + S, taking the longitude of N, to r and the meridian of N, to 1 (as required by p), and the meridian of K2 to p. Note that the natural longitude of K, in N,, homologous in N -Kz to two longitudes of N,, maps to pe2r2 under p. See Fig. 4 .
These data define a representation p3 : r,(S' -(K u K2)) + S, with the meridians of K and K2 mapping to p. Now perform the band sum as in Proposition 4.7 with u= 1. By Addendum 4.8 this realizes (p, P-~~T*A) where k = link(K,, K) as required. Cl 1 We shall show early in the next section that any (p, pLZk) is realizable, thereby increasing the usefulness of this result.
Basic representations
In this section we will begin to apply the techniques of Section 4 to realize certain basic pairs of permutations by representations of knots. To realize (( 123)(45), (132)) one would like just to insert (45), but it is not 'free' in Ss. Therefore we use another torus knot. Write (123)(45) = (12345)( 14). Then the (2,5) torus knot realizes ((123)(45), (( 123)(45))-lo)= ((123)(45), (132)).
Subcase3.c. n=6. Realize((123),(132))and((123)(45),(132))asinS,.Theonly remaining case up to conjugacy is (( 123)(456), (132)) which violates the product condition. To do this choose n/2 + 1 G p, q s n satisfying these three requirementssay q=p+l where p=lmod3 (if n is odd) or q=p+2 where p is odd and p = 2 mod 3 (if n is even)-and apply Proposition 2.2. Then using a torus knot one realizes (c@,, (L$,)~'). Using a connected sum of this with itself, if necessary, yields ((YP,, 00;) for some r. Since (Y E A,, either p, E A,, or r is even. By Subcases 1-a and l.b one can therefore realize (p,, p;') in S,,,, and hence (rup,, p;') in S,,,+3c S,. Then a connected sum realizes (a@,, 0). Proof. By Proposition 4.12 (p, p2'r2h) is realizable for some integer r. By Corollary 5.2 (p, CL'), and hence by connected sums (CL, CL-~'), is realizable. Then connected sums show that (p, r2A) is realizable, as required. Cl
One needs to be able to realize pairs of the form (CL, pu) (assuming the parity condition is satisfied). The simplest case which cannot be derived from Proposition 5.1 is that where p is a product of an even number of even length cycles. The following result addresses this situation. can be expressed as a power of (a,crz) -p4. Therefore a connected sum of these knots realizes (cr,az, (~,a*) in S,,,,?. Finally the free meridian /3 can be inserted by It suffices to realize pairs of the form ((12)(34)/3, (12)(34)). In S, (( 12)(34), (12)(34)) is not realizable since it fails to satisfy the parity condition.
In Ss ((12)(34),(12)(34)) can be realized. Write (12)(34)=(12345)(153).Then by Proposition 4.4. The (3,5) torus knot realizes the pair (( 12)(34), (12)(34)). For n ~6 the process of inserting free meridians reduces one to the case of realizing (( 12)(34)p, (12)(34)) where J3 is a k-cycle (k 2 2), in S,,.
If k is odd, write p = (12)(34)p as a product of a p-cycle and a q-cycle where p and q are odd and relatively prime, using Proposition 2.2: Now u(p) = k +4 -3 = k + 1 and is even: therefore we require p, q both odd, p + q z k +7; by Bertrand's hypothesis we may choose two primes in the interval ((k +5)/2, k +5), provided .
(k+5)/224
(except for k = 5; but (5, 10) contains relatively prime integers p = 7, ,4=9). Now, using the (p, q) torus knot one realizes (( 12)(34)@, ( 12)(34)pep"). For k 3 5 we realize (p, pp4) in S,, by Corollary 5.2 and connected sums, since k is odd. Inserting (12)(34) realizes (( 12)(34)/3, p"') in Sk+4r and connected sum realizes (( 12)(34)/3, (12)(34)). If k = 3 we can realize ((34)/3, /3) in Sk+2, by Proposition 5.1, which yields ((34)@, p*), and connected sum. Now insert a free meridian to achieve (( 12)(34)@, p). Connected sum of (( 12)(34)/3, ( 12)(34)pepq) with pq of these yields the required pair.
If k is even, the square of reverser technique works in all cases. Let u have order 2 such that upa-' = p-'. Then T= (1423)~ is a reverser for p = (12)(34)@ and TE (p> = S,. By Corollary 5.3 (( 12)(34)p, 7') = (( 12)(34)/3, (12)(34)) is realizable. 0
Recall from Section 2 that commuting permutations CL, A decompose as /I = PoIIpi and A = AoIIhi with supp(p,J n supp(A,) = 0. We now explain how to realize basic 1 pairs with A,, # 1. We shall use the technique of companions from Section 4.
Proposition 5.5. If p is a k-cycle and A is a 3-cycle in S,, with supp(p) n supp(A) = 0,
then (P, A) is realizable in S, unless n = 6 or 7 and p is a 3-cycle.
Proof. If k is even or if k = 1 mod 4 or k +3 G n -2, p has a reverser u of order 2 disjoint from A, a E (CL). Set r = uA*. Then T is a reverser for p with T* = A. Therefore (CL, A) is realizable by Corollary 5.3. It remains to handle the case k = 3 mod 4 with k +3 3 n -1. (The first such case is k = 7, n = 11.) We use companions to reduce such a case to one already considered. Let K be a knot with representation p to S, realizing (p, 1). By Proposition 4.9
we may assume Image p = A,.
Consider the three-component link illustrated in Fig. 5 . The representation is given by that for I(, extended as indicated.
-c(k*l ,k+Z,k+31 -cjk+I ,k+Z,k*)i
Fig. 5.
Since image p = A,, there is a path c from x0 to xi such that c followed by the straight line path from x, to x0 is represented to (12)(34). Form the band sum of the two right hand components along c. The diagram in Fig. 6 is a schematic description of the resulting link. In particular note that the right hand component is unknotted. The meridian-longitude pair for the left hand component is (( 12 -* * k), (k + 1, k+2, k+3)'); that for the right hand component is f(k4 1, k +2, k+3), (12 -+ -k)(f2)(34)) = ((k + I, k +2, k-i-3) , (245 0 = -(k-1)k) 0, and h E A,, then (p, r\ ) is realizable except if n = 6 or 7, p is a 3 -cycle, and A is a 3-cycle. Proof. The excluded cases fail to satisfy the product condition. Recall that A, is generated by 3.cycles. Assume first either that R 3 8 or that p is not a 3-cycle. Write A as a product h,-** h, of 3-cycles. By Proposition 5.5 realize each (g, hi). By connected sums realize (y, A). It remains to realize (( 123), (45)(67)). The permutation r = (12)(4657) is a reverser for p = (123) with 7~ (CL) and T*= (45)(67). Therefore (( 123), (45)(67)) is realizable by Corollary 5. 3 
. Cl
We next address the more delicate problem of realizing an odd permutation as a longitude class disjoint from a meridian class.
Lemma 5.7. Let (CL, A) be a pair of permutations in S,, satisfying the commutativity, parity, and product conditions. Let p = P,+L' and A = ,&,A' where supp(p') = supp(~'), supp(Ao) A ~~PP(IJ) = supp(& n supp(A I= 0 ( corn P are Proposition 2.1). If ho is an odd permutation, then the cycle decomposition of ,u contains two nontrivial cycles of the same length.
Proof. Letp=p,*.. pk be the cycle decomposition of p and suppose the pi have distinct lengths. Then since [p, A] = 1, A has the form A = A,+{1 -* * pp. We may suppose there is a number e such that pi has even length for is e and odd length for e < i =Z k Then the parity condition implies A E A, and since A0 is odd, we have 1 IF=, pi odd. The Pontryagin product (CL, A) is easily computed to be Cr=, pi(e -I) + e mod 2. Since Cr=, pi = 1 mod 2, the product condition becomes e -1 + e = 0 mod 2. This contradiction means that the hypothesis that the cycles of p have disinct lengths is wrong. Cl /.L,/+, &A,) is realizable in S, where A, is a 2k-cycle with Af=p,~_r~.
Proof. For convenience let CL, = (12 . . . k), pcL? = (k + 1, k +2,. . . ,2k) , and A,,= (2k + I, 2k +2). We use a companionship argument similar in spirit to that used before for Proposition 5.5. Start with a knot K and representation rr,(S-'-K)-, S, realizing (/.L,/L*, 1) and onto A,, which we can do by Proposition 4.9. Consider the link illustrated in Fig. 7 . The rectangles indicate numbers of full twists to insert in the indicated bands: The oval indicates a band that winds through K along a path which when closed to a loop through the base point above the plane of the diagram yields the class (2, k + l)Aoe A,,. A direct calculation shows that the meridian-longitude pair for the left hand component is (p,p2, Aoh,), which we wish to realize. A calculation shows that the meridian-longitude pair for the right hand component is (( 12)Ao, A') where A' is disjoint from ( 12)Ao and is nontrivial provided k > 2. By Corollary 5.6 the pair (A', ( 12)A,) can be realized. Therefore by Proposition 4.5, (p,pL2, Aoh,) can be realized, if k> 2.
If k = 2, consider the companion diagram in Fig. 8 . It shows that (( 12)(34), (1324)(56)) is realizable, provided (( 1625)(34), (12)(56)) is. But the latter pair can be realized by Proposition 5.1. Cl Let (p, A) be an ordered pair of permutations in S, satisfying the commutativity, parity, and product conditions. This section is devoted to the proof that (cc, A) can be realized in S,,. The proof has a number of cases and subcases, and proceeds by induction on the complexity of (p, A), which we now define.
Since [IL, A]= 1 we can write p =pOp' and A = Aoh' where supp(p') =supp(A') and supp(~,J n supp(~') = supp(A,,) n supp(A') = supp(~~) n supp(AO) = 0. We define the compZexify of (p, A) in S, to be C(P, A) = (n, #supp(Ao), #A').
These triples lie in (Z,)' which we order lexicographically for purposes of mathematical induction.
To begin the induction we observe that the results of Section 5 show immediately that (p, A) is realizable if n < 5. We now let (CL, A) be given and assume that any (p*, A*) in S,,, satisfying the commutativity, parity, and product conditions and c( p*, A *) < c(p, A) is realizable in S,,,. . (m, 2m, 3m) where AL and AR are the longitudes of the left and right components, respectively. The method of companions combined with inserting free meridians now shows that (p, AL) is realizable if (AR, (I, m + I, 2m + I )) is realizable.
To see that (AR, (1, m + 1,2m + 1)) is realizable, first suppose that m + I is prime to 3. Then c(AR, (I, m + I, 2m + I)) < c(p, A). Moreover the commutativity, parity, and product conditions are all satisfied. Therefore (AR, (I, m + 1,2m + I)) is realizable by induction, and hence (cc, AL) is realizable in this case.
If 31m + 1, the complexity has actually increased (a free longitude factor has arisen). In this case Corollary 5.6 implies directly that (AR, ( Subcase 2.B.i. y, or yz of odd length. Suppose y, has odd length. By Proposition 5.1 (p, y:) can be realized unless y, is a 3-cycle and EL = yI y2 is a product of two 3-cycles. In the latter case Corollary 5.2 and the process of inserting a free meridian shows (k, y: y:) is realizable. Therefore, by connected sums either (F, y,) or (p, y, y2) ' can be realized. Let (F, 6) stand for one of these. / Then (p, A) is realizable if and only if (II, AS-') is realizable. The pair (IL, Aa-') ( satisfies the necessary conditions and c(p, AS-') < c(p, A) since supp(A8-') 5 supp(A). Therefore induction applies to show that (p, As-'), and hence (,u, A), is realizable.
Subcase 2.B.ii. y, and y2 of even length. Proposition 5.4 implies that (CL, y, y2) is 'realizable. Now proceed as in the preceding case, Subcuse 3. k = 1, i.e., p = puoyfl (and a , ~2). If a, = 1, we are seeking to realize (pOylr y:~). Parity implies that b, is even if y, has even length. Then by Proposition 5.1, (y,, y:) is realizable and (y,, y!l) is realizable from this by connected sums.
The remaining possibility in this subcase, that u, = 2, can be ruled out. We would be seeking (pOy:, y,apl). Now y, has even length, so b, is odd and (+, also has even ' length by the parity condition. 4. k = 2, a, = 1 , and a, = 2 (or equivalently a, = 2 and u2 = 1). In this case we wish to realize (y, y$, y:~ y&).
If y, has odd length, then we can realize (y,, yrl) and use connected sums to reduce complexity. So assume y, has even length: y2 also has even length, since the term y: appears. But then the Pontryagin product Subcase 5. At least two u,'s equal 2. Suppose a, = a2 =2. Then we wish to realize p = y~y;y;3.
. . and A = y,C+y2&y3u> ' * * . We may suppose We shall show that one can realize (y:y:, i) in S2m,+Zml, where supp(i)cc supp(y:y:)andeither~(m,+l)=l orA(2m,+m2+1)=2m,+1.Giventhis,(~,~) is realizable by inserting free meridians. Then by connected sums (EL, A) is realizable if and only if (p, A 1) is realizable. But (CL, Ax) has reduced complexity since products are preserved, supp(Ai)~supp(A), and no free longitude cycles are introduced. Therefore induction will complete the proof of Subcase 5 and hence the theorem.
There are two subcases. Subcase 5.A. At least one of m, and m2 is odd. We assume m, is odd. We use the link depicted in Fig. 10 . Here 7, = (1, m, + 1) is a transposition which overlaps the two m,-cycles of y:. One checks directly that this assignment determines a well delined representation to S,. To compute the respective longitudes, let TV,. . . , T,,,, be the successive conjugates of T, by powers of y:. Then the left hand longitude is AL = 7l * -* r,,,, yyl. Note that AL E A,, and that AL( 1) = m + 1. To compute the required Pontryagin product we Therefore the desired ( y:yz, A,) can be realized if ( r2 --r,~:~l, T, yz) can be realized.
Note that there is a disjoint transposition here, so complexity has gone up. However, by Proposition 5.8 (TOTS, r,h ,) is realizable in S, where A, is a 4-cycle with A: = ~~7~.
By inserting free meridians we realize ( r2 * * * 7qy2 *'"I, r,h,). The method of connected sums then says that the desired pair is realizable if and only if (TV * * * ~~y: ~,, A, y,) is realizable. Now A, yZ contains no cycle disjoint from ?2 * * * ~,yi", and # supp(A, y2) < # supp( y,af y&2) = n. Therefore complexity has now been reduced. Induction implies that (TV * * . ~, y:" 1, A, yr) is realizable, as required. the right hand longitude is AR = ~~11, = (I, m, +3,5, m, +7,. . .) -. . .
We must check that the Pontryagin products (cl,, hL)=(v,, AR) vanish. Only the E2 product matters, since n 2 8 here. Now AL = y,af,y2a~'
for some cl and cz by : (it4, B) + (S', K) . We discuss the possibilities for (plB). In particular we determine the possibilities for the number of components of B in terms of p = p(m). One consequence is the resolution of a question of Fox and Perko as described below.
The subgroup of S, generated by p(m) and p(8) acts on { 1,2,. . . , n}. Let o be the number of orbits of this action. Let b be the number of components of B. ;Hence sign(A, * * * A,) = 0 and, therefore, sign(pq) = 0. This implies q = 0 mod 2. Since s = (q, k) and q and k are even, s = 0 mod 2, and s = k mod 2, as required. 0 If p is a k-cycle in S,, 1 < k < n, and b is an integer with b = n + I + k mod 2, then there is a realizable pair (p, A) for which any corresponding  branched covering has b branch curves if and only if 2 d b G n + 1 -k, and b # 2 Proof. Since k<n, we have ba2 and bsn-k+l. Given such a b let A be an r cycledisjointfromCL,wherer=n-k+2-b.(Since2~b~n-k+1,1ar~n-~)
We claim that (p, A) is realizable unless n = 6, k = 3, b = 2 or n = 7, k = 3, b = 3. Clearly [p, A] = 1. Since b = n + I + k mod 2, r = 1 mod 2 and A E A,. Therefore A E (CL)" for n k 5. One checks this for n < 4 case by case. Since r is odd the Ez Pontryagin product vanishes. Similarly the HJ product vanishes except for n = 6, k=3, b=2 and n=7, k=3, b=3. The only way n = 6, k = 3, b = 2 could occur would be for (CL, A) = (( 123), (456)) up to conjugacy. This is ruled out by the H3 product. For n = 7, k= 3, b =3 we rechoose A: If p = (123), set A = (45)(67). This pair is then realizable by 4. Similarly H,(A,) = Zz for n 24, n f 6 or 7; but H,(A,) =B, for n = 6 or 7. We shall not use this much information.
The result of Proposition 2.4 is in some sense well known, going back to Schur [g]. But we do not know a suitable source easily accessible to geometric topologists, including especially the result on A,. We therefore provide a sketch of the proof in several steps.
We shall show that H,(S,) =Z2, generated by the product class (( 12), (34)) and that stabilization Hz(&) + H, (S,) is injective. Similarly we shall show that
H,(A,; ZJ)=Z3
for n =6 or 7, generated by ((123), (456)) and that ((123), (456)) dies in H2(As).
For n 2 4 consider the inclusion i : S2 x S, + S, with generators (12) and (34). The following result will suffice to prove the weak stability we require. Proof. View H* as counting central extensions. We must produce two nonsplit, inequivalent extensions of Z2 by S, x S2 which extend to extensions of E2 by S,.
One such extension is obtained by pulling back via the surjective homomorphism S, + Z2 the extension When restricted to Sz x S2 this extension splits over (12)(34) but not over ( 12) or over (34).
To find another such we use a geometric approach. There is a permutation representation S,+SO(n+l)
given by permuting the first n basis vectors and sending the (n + 1)s~ encl to *e,+,, according to the sign of the permutation. For n 2 2, r,( SO( n + 1)) = Z, and we have the universal double covering P,+Spin(n+l)+SO(n+l).
Pulling back this extension to S, yields an extension 1+Z*+E,+S,+1.
To complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that E, does not split over (12), (34), or (12)(34). An element of Spin(n + 1) can be understood as a pair fjx, [A]) where x E SO( n + 1) and A is a path from 1 to x. For each x there are two possible paths since r,(SO( n + 1)) = B1. The question is for which Bz in SO( n + 1) does the induced extension of Zz by Zz split?
If x E SO( n + 1) has order 2 we may assume, after a conjugation, that be path A2 then represents a generator of P,(SO( n + 1)).
In general x lies in SO(2) X * * * x SO(2) c SO( n + 1) (r/2 factors). Choose the path A from Z to x to be given by r/2 coordinates of the above path. Then A2 in /3O(n + 1) represents the r/2 power of the generator of r,(SO(n + 1)). Then for (12) E S, the induced sequence does not split since Here the left hand term is the p-primary part of H"(G; M), and the right hand term denotes the G-invariant elements of H"(G,: M). If G,, is normal in G, then of course G acts on G, by conjugations and hence acts on cohomology. When GP is not normal this term is to be interpreted as the set of u E H"( G,,; M) such that for all g E G the elements g*(u) E H"(gG,g-': M) and u restrict to the same element of H"(G,ngG,g-'; M). The proof of (2.7) is an application of the transfer; see
We first apply this when G = S,. For p # 2, G, is cyclic (or trivial), and H3( G, : Z) = 0. Therefore H'(G), ,,) = 0. Universal coefficients thus implies H,( G;Z,) = 0, and H>(G) is 2-primary.
The 2-Sylow subgroup G2 of G = S, is the dihedral group of order 8. One way of viewing Gz is an extension of SZ x S2 generated by ( 12) and (34) by Z2 represented by (1324). (A3 xA,; Z,) corresponding to the two factors, dual to (123) and to (456). Then H'(A, x A,; Z,) is (Z,)' generated by the Bocksteins /3x and py and the cup product xY* It remains to show that xY is an A, invariant class. Let H = A, x Ax. We must analyze the restriction of xy to H n gHg-', as g ranges over A,. If H n gHg-' = {I}, then clearly res(xy) = res(g*(xY)) = 0. If H A gHg_' is cyclic it must be generated by (123) or (456). (It can't contain (123)*'(456)*', because the onfY way to write (123)(456) as a product of two 3-cycles is the obvious one.) Then naturality of cup product shows that again xY and g*(xy) restrict to 0 on H n gHg-'.
Finally consider the case gHg-'= H. Since g is an even permutation, either g acts as the identity on H or g( 123)g-' = (132) and g(456)g-' = (465). In the former case g*(xy) = g*(x)g*(y) = xy: in the latter case g*(xy) =(-x)(-y) = xy. So xY is an invariant class as required.
There is one further possibility, namely that g( 123)g-' = (456)' while g(456)g-' = (123)-", where E = *I. In this case g*(xy) = cy(--E)X = -yx=xY. c]
